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ABSTRACT
Mudlumpe are ups veilings of plastic clay which occur just beyond the 
mouths of the mssissippi River passes* Locmliaed forces, arising from 
the static fgcscure of accumulating sedimentary deposits, arc relieved 
through the upw&rplng of near-euitfaoe sediments* Sfeny raudlumps are 
forced above the water surfaoe to form Islands* some approaching thirty 
acres in extent, but the majority occur as submarine eminences, Mud* 
lump Islands have plastic clay cores which may arise from depths as 
great as 300 to 4-00 feet* Surrounding and often capping the clay cores 
are stratified recent sediments of the original bar or bay bottom*
These strata typically delineate doubly plunging anticlinal structures* 
Tenslonal fleams and faults paralleling the strife of the elongate 
islands are common* $ud, gas and salt water are discharged from vents 
along the faults, often building low* flat cones* k positive correla* 
tion exists between imidlump growth* mud vent activity and active sedi­
mentation at each of the several passes* Though often exhibiting 
several periods of uplift, individual sndlump islands are temporary 
features* either being removed by wave erosion in a few years or else 
becoming incorporated into the rapidly growing marshland*
The physiography, sedimentary nature, structural character is tics end 
developmental history of laudlump islands are discussed* Through a 
three year investigation of individual islands and an exhaustive study 
of earlier maps and literature, an attempt is made to predict future 




* Mudlnrap Is a popular m m  for the upswellings of Olay which commonly 
foam islands near the mouths of the Mississippi River passes, these 
features usually are associated with the bars at the river mouths* The 
bare are great sedimentary deposits formed where the river waters enter 
the relatively still Gulf of Mexico* At present the mudlumps are found ̂ 
within a few thousand feet of the mouth of North Pass, Rase A Loutre, 
Northeast Bass, Southeast Bass, old Bailee Bayou, South Bass, and South* 
west Pass (Hate 1)*
^udlumpo appear to be a phenomenon unique to the Mississippi River delta, 
for they are unknown elsewhere in the world* The only reported occur­
rence outside the region of the passes is cited by Russell (1936s 168). 
At the locality "Indian Mound", near the southern end of Lawson Bay,
St* Bernard Pariah, Louisiana, there are eminences which he considers to 
be mudlumps formed In an earlier Mississippi River delta*
These islands of mud, because of their striking appearance, constantly 
changing location, and proximity to the entrance channels of the river, 
have excited speculation since the earliest days of navigation into the 
Port of Hew Orleans* In a region of low relief, that is, elevation dif­
ferences of two or three feet, the vertical mudlurap cliffs five to ten 
feet high are the most prominent features to be seen* Adding to an il­
lusion of considerable height, soma lumps are capped with low, conical 
mud springs or "mud volcanoes". From vents at the summits of th© cones,
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glistening* highly fluid aaud is discharged, accompanied by varying quan­
tities of gas* How recognised as secondary features* those springs for 
years have been prominently considered in hypothesising modes of origin 
of the rajdlumps*
During th© second half of the nineteenth century* mudlumps were a well- 
known physiographic fora* Several of the older elementary textbooks* 
such as Sir Gharles Iy©ll*s Principles of Geology (Eleventh Edition - 
Vol It 442-4-59) include descriptions of the mud islands* This wide- 
spread interest was in great part due to th© all-too-coranson grounding 
of ocean-going ships* for days or weeks* on the bar outside the mouths 
of the passes* These enforced waits in such an isolated region gave all 
interested passengers ample opportunity for witnessing th® behavior of 
the nearby mudlumps. Since the development of a deep entrance charm©!
by means of jetties in 1878* hardly a glance ha© been given the unpre-
/possessing mud islands* In contrast to th© numerous references to mu&- 
lumps in th© literature of the nineteenth century* scarcely a half dosen 
have appeared during th® last fifty years.5 Th® most important recent 
works are those of Shaw (1913) and Russell (1936: 80-91). Th© appendix 
to this report is an historical summary of work done on th© mouths of 
th© passes in general and th® mudlumps in particular*
The purpose of this report is to present information* gathered by the 
writer, based on field work and research into th© early literature*
Field studies in the Lower Delta region were conducted during 194$ *
1949, and early 1950* Various aspects of th© structure* nature* and 
origin of the mudlumps are treated* Although this is a final report
k
of tbs project to the Arsy B a g it is felt that the work is 
necessarily incoiapleie* A complete knowledge of the raudluap phobias 
can he obtained only through a long-continued and comprehensive s%d$jr 
of all phases of sedimentation and stratigraphy of the Loner Delta*
GOGtOTNCE AND CEAK&G3SR323TIG3 W i » I W
Mudlwmps occur either as islands or subfmrins jroft&ncneos* The ©scposod 
portion* of tfee inland typo rang© in &±m from ©mil pinnacles to a 
nydma a m  of about twenty acres* (/Tbo average jaudlump island studied 
has an a m  of several a«re£f the island lumps arc characterised by 
their sedimntary nature* typical elongate shape and peculiar vegetation*
The more numerous submarine mudlumps differ from the island type only in 
their position beneath the water surfaoe* For years these submerged 
lumps on the bars and near the entrance channels have constituted navi­
gational hazards. As early as the year 1839 the Corps of Engineers1 
dredge Balias spent a month and a half in an attempt to remove a sub­
marine raudluiap in the mouth of Northeast Pass (Jones s 134-1 s 83)*
At the present tine* an obstruction in th© channels up to th© Ifead of 
Passes is called a lump or raudluiap by the local inhabitants* though 
usually these are rapidly-formed sand bars* This report will deal 
primarily with the true raudlumps that occur as islands*
One of the most significant characteristics of the imidlurap islands is
[ / their continually changing sis© and appearance* Tha lumps often niter
radically in a few weeks* and sometimes emerge from the water and attain
prominent size within a few days* The maps presented here, therefore*
are indicative only of the time of survey* This rapidity of change has
apparently discouraged earlier worterc from attempting to describe th©
location of specific lumps* In this report, locations of some of th©
5
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lumps are perhaps inaccurate due to the lack of recent maps and aerial 
photographs of the Lower Delta* They have been located by triangulation, 
an exceedingly difficult procedure in an area containing few prominent 
landmarks* It has long been noted, and recently verified by t*i© author, 
that mudlump growth is accelerated during and immediately after high- 
river periods. During the high river of 194.9-1950, great changes oc­
curred in the mu<Uu@gx* of all the important passes, The mouth of Fas®
A Loutre, fcrexamptej v&s earefully studied and mapped at the ©n& of 
November, 1949# A return trip in April, 1950, revested that many of 
the previously noted lumps had been uplifted and enlarged. In addition, 
two new mudlump islands had been formed, 120 and 250 feet in length, 
respectively* Both of these new lumps had been uplifted at least eight 
feet in the intervening four-month period*
The mudlumpe are composed of fine-grained sediments, clay predomim* 
ting* The abundance of clay definitely affects th© weathering proper­
ties of the island material* At or below sea level, the wet, tenacious 
clay is practically unerodible* Uplifted into islands, the clay dries, 
shrinks, cracks, and is readily attacked by rainfall or storm waves* 
Daily tidal variations allow th© (half wave® to undercut the drying clay, 
resulting in th© formation of cliffs and wave-cut benches (Fig* 1), 
During the summer and fall, uplift of the lumps is negligible, and wave 
action reduces th® area of the high-standing portions* Renewed uplift 
later elevates th© beaches, with the result that many mudlwps show 
raised, wave-out platforms which can be correlated with periods of mud- 
lump activity (Figs* 2 and 3)*
Fig. 1 - Cliffs and wave-cut bench surrounding modluzap island FAt
Figf 2 «* Raised wav©-out beaches on re-clevated island. N3P ~ 9.
B
Fig* 3 * ferraees tcatm& by uplift of mve~cut benches* FAt * 3«
Fig* 4 m Furrowed surfaoe appearance of raudlmip island. Aerial photo­
graph of UP » 3 taken April, 194&. (H* ff* Fisk)
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Buyr ©hew excellent etratification, with alternating thin layer® 
of ©lay silt* Others, non^tratlfied, ore composed of very fine but 
poorly sorted sediment* (The surface of some mudluaips is ©xtremely rough 
aad irregular, with numerous crevasses a foot or m m  in depth nmning 
th* length of the island* ) This furrowed appearance faas bean appropri** 
ately ocapared with a freshly plowed field (Fig* 4*)# Most of these 
fissures are tension cr&cks , but sotm ar* faults having vertical die- 
placement* T̂here is always an escape of gas from these fissures , most 
noticeable when they are filled with rain watef̂  Infl&jmn&bl© gas in 
minor quantities is oharaeteristic of mudlump areas, where it ©scapes 
froa the fissures or the vents of th© sand corns* On very still days, 
gas is often seen rising through the Gulf waters in strings of irregu* 
larly spaced bubbles* As this occurs only in the vicinity of the mud 
islands, it is without doubt an indication of submerged lumps*
Differentiating mudlurape from isolated island areas of marsh can be done 
easily m  the basis of vegetation* (Xoung or lowna tending nmdlump 
islands are quite barren o±‘ plant cover*1 y6nly -th© older, hlgh^tanding 
lumps, or those in sheltered locations, develop any appreciable plant 
growth*̂  The flora of rau&lump islands lias been classified by Hoyd and 















/ this flam differs appreciably fro© that of the nearby isarsh land̂  the 
aarsh is forced ty th® rapid growth of the natural levees of th® passes 
and their distributary channels* Hear fresh miter, EtopuBBltai Qoromdft 
(Seed grass) fonae a danse growth five to ten feet high* Away fro® the 
crest of the natural levees, areata. (Salt Marsh grass) is
more abundant* Hie lack of these two plants and possibly the presence 
of axy of th© above, establishes a simple way of distinguishing between 
sudlinaps and otherwise sludlar-appearing marsh islands*
m m m *  s & m m a n m
There is a close relationship between the sedimentary olriaracteristiog* 
of the raouths of th® river, and th® origin and growth of th® rmadlisape J 
Th© ©nttr© Lower Delta is a complex mss of sediment deposited by a 
series of ewer-changing distributaries * which carry an erugrmou© a q m &
sediment consists of silt and ©lay and Is deposited ©lose to the river 
mouths* Th© coarser material, silt* is deposited chiefly- m  the bar in 
front of th© mouth, and laterally on the 1m  or submerged natural levees 
Q?i$* 5)* Most of the finer, ©lety-slmd particles remain in suspension 
and are carried beyond the bar where they gradually settle to the bottmkj
A comparison of surveys of the Lower Delta laade at different times il­
lustrates th® rapidity of change in sis© and appearance of th© distri­
butaries, Plates 2, 3 and A* based on surveys of the years 1839, 
1867-1874, and 1922, respectively, show through comparison the changes 
in the passes* In all likelihood, many distributaries have been formed 
through a process of bifurcation. For ©2caiaple, at the time of the 1839 
survey (Plate 2), Pass A Loutre had a broad, flaring mouth, extremely 
shallow In th© middle# On th© maps of 1867-1874 (Plat© 3) this formerly 
shoal area is an above-water bar which diverts trio stream into two chan­
nels, the narrow North Pass and th© broader Bass A Loutre* On more 
recent maps (Plates 1 and A) this obstruction has become the aptly 
named Middle Ground, which bears all tlae charactoris ties of typical 
Lower Delta marsh land* It is not known whether this method of develop­
ment through bifurcation can be applied to the entire delta region*
U
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FIG . 5 -  MAP OF THE BAR AT SOUTHWEST PASS IN 1898.  HYDROGRAPHIC
CONTOUR MAP AND PROFILE. MODIFIED FROM SHAW, 1913.
Such m  idea substantiated by the appearance of the branching North- 
o b M M h i I  passes, and further by the divergence of Bass A boutm  
and Southeast B&ss* However, the anomalous situation of the three raala 
branches at Head of Basses is not in accord with this concept* Perhaps 
a thorough study of the earliest charts and maps of th© river mouths 
win give the answer*
For purposes of convenience, the Loser Delta may be divided Into tee 
parts»
1* The easternmost Bass A Loutr© area which is essentially unaf­
fected by the works of man*
3* The South Bass and Southwest Bass areas which have been so 
modified by jetties and dredging as to necessitate separate 
consideration*
Sedimentation in the Bass A Loutre region follows th® general laws of 
nature* It is affected primarily by the type and amount of sediment,
gradient of the stream, character of the Gulf at the position of dis­
charge, and the effects of near-shore owants* The near-shore or 
littoral currents in the vicinity of the Delta have not been studied in 
sufficient detail to establish their effectiveness as transporting 
agents* It is known, however, that the prevailing winds in this area 
cause surface water circulation which is similar In effect to a littoral 
current. The eastern channels face almost into the prevailing wind, with 
the result that sediments are spread fanwise across the entire eastern 
front of the region* Northeast Pass and Southeast Pass are almost tied
together by a long spit which completely blocks these two channels to
navigation, even by shallow-draft boats*
u
Oa th® other hand, th© presence of th© jetties , supplemented by oec&» 
aioml dredging, ha© caused a drastic ©hang© la manner and result of 
sedimentation at Seuth and Southwest passes* These confined channel® 
are much deeper and, as compared with tli® other passes p ©re essentially 
static* Captain Eads, lay the construction of th© South Bass jetties, 
confined the mouth of th© river, with a resultant deepening of the 
channel across the bar# His results m m  eminently successful ©accept 
that he did not recognise the importance of the prevailing wind currents 
in causing an excess of deposition cm the central and western side of 
the channel bar# By shifting the bearing of the entrance channel twenty 
degrees to th© east, this difficulty was cvercora©# It is important to 
this study to recognise th© fact that at South and Southwest passes, the 
majority of se&ia&iitary deposition occurs on the western side of the 
bar* This fact is clearly shown by the development of a long spit or 
hook extending westward from the end of tli© west jetty at South Fbss# 
Such a spit has not developed at Southwest Bass for two reasons t First, 
the angle made by this pass with the prevailing wind is different and 
the sediment is carried westward into much deeper water* Second, the 
jetties at Southwest Bass have not been in existence long enough for the 
surrounding Gulf water to become shoal#
MODL0BSP STRGCTUBS
la the course of this investigation,, ysome twenty-five mudlump island® 
were mapped and studied in detail^ For brevity, in discussing their 
structural nature, a hypothetical example will be employed to typify 
mudluap characteristics* This typical mudlurap is best portrayed natur­
ally by the island at the mouth of North Bass indicated UP - Z m  
Flats 6*
j The representative mudlump is elongate, the ratio of length to breadth
'I Ibeing 3 or U to 1, and characteristically is sigmoidal or S-shap©&* j 
When exposed at low tide, the wave-cut bench surrounding the island has 
an area equivalent to or greater than the high-standing portion* Mead* 
mum elevations occur along the wave-formed cliffs which flank a lower 
central area (Fig* 6). The wave-cut bench is composed of alternating 
thin layers of clay and silt, which dip away from the central part of 
the island at angles of five to forty-five degrees (figs* 7 and 8)* The 
cliffs are composed of stratified sediments which dip sLightly, from 
zero to ten degrees, toward the center of the island (Figs* 6 and 9)* 
Therefore, these oppositely inclined dips define the crest of a low 
anticline or upfold* This anticlinal crest extends completely around 
the periphery of the elongate island* The explanation of this peri­
pheral anticline lies, not in the formational ups welling of the mudlump, 
but in the accompanying sinking of the central part of the island*
As the mudlump material is forced upward, the overlying eedin&ntary 
layers are stretched until accumulating tensional forces are sufficient
15
TIDAL RANGE
CORE OF MUDLUMP CLAY
SCALE OF FEET
FIG. 6 -  SCHEMATIC CROSS-SECTION OF TYPICAL MUDLUMP, INDICATING 
STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
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Fig, 7 - Outward dipping stratified sediments exposed on wav©-out 
beach of imidXuap HP - 9#
Fig* 8 - Dipping stratified sediments curving around end of nrudXustp 
island SP - %
aa
9 # Low central area of nsidlmî # Strata dip toward the center# 
PAL * 4«
Fig# 10 - Zone of faulting toward flank of island. Three etep̂ fatilte 
hare a total throw of about three feet* NP • 9*
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to cause rupture. This rupture takes the form of several normal step* 
faults generally parallel to the elongate dimension of the island 
(Pig* lo). These faults are usually along one side of the mudlump 
though occasionally theycan be seen on loth sides, with the formation 
of a central graben or doim-Mlropp&d area. As the mudlump Sediments are 
poorly inducted, the faults commonly develop a braided, branching pat- 
tern. T£MSf«wid^ or throw of these faults ranges from a
fraction of an inch to over six feet (Pig# 11), the average being three 
to six inches. Hihin the grabea area, the stratified sediments are 
highly irregular and confused, with the occasional formation of small 
horsts or upthrust blocks, and the development of numerous tenslonal 
fissures (Fig. A). Rainfall, collecting within the lower central area 
of the lump, often develops small temporary ponds. Rain wash spreads a 
minor quantity of fine sediment over the floor of the ponds, frequently 
masking the structure of the central part of the island.
(llud or gas vents develop along the faulted periphery of the island, often 
resulting in the formation of mod coaeŝ  (fflud is discharged in a broad, 
thin sheet front the lowest side of the mud-vent rim. | Eventually the low 
side is built up and the direction of flow changes.) The first flow then 
dries, shrinks and forms the typical mud-crack pattern (Fig. 12). At a 
later time this flank of the cone is again covered with thin mud, and 
the initial mud cracks become filled# In this manner, the entire sur- 
face of the Cong gradually increases in height with the development of 
rude stratification. /After the cone becomes two or three feet high, 
hydrostatic pressure becomes great enough to cause the mud and gas to 
break through at another point along the fissure, forming a new vent.
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Fig. 31 * Beeent fault scarp with a displacement of oror six fast, 
PA1 - 7,
fig *  12 -  Active raud~coD0 w ith flow  of fresh m d  and to p ic a l ttu&* 
crack pattern of © arlio r flow# S tation Lump* South Pass*
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Losing its source of supply * the original vent rapidly deteriorates into 
a lev mound# The structural nature of the depressed central area of 
tbs smdluî  islands is often difficult to determine because of the mask­
ing effect of these md tent flams*
In considering this hypothetical mudlump* a relatively simple case hm 
been postulated* Field examinations have shown that although most mud- 
lump islands have these common features* their dissimilarities are 
equally as striking* A ma J or difference concerns their manner of forma­
tion* One type appear© to have undergone a sloe* gradual uplift 
(Fig* 13)* This is shorn specifically by a low, flat, relatively un­
disturbed surface* Fissures are few and faults show only minor dis­
placement* Due to the flat domal surface, the area exposed above water 
varies radically with the fluctuating tides#
In direct contrast is another extreme type of mudlump whoso features 
are indicative of very rapid* violent formation (Fig# 14)# Th© entire 
mass Is so extensively fissured as to make walking difficult* Many of 
the fissures are two to three feet in depth and filled with soft* un­
consolidated mud* On this type lump, the faults often show extreme 
displacement, in one case amounting to over six feet of throw (Fig* H)« 
A further diagnostic characteristic is the presence of sheer cliffs 
both above and below water level*
With such diverse behaviors during origin, it Is natural to expect vari­
ations in the structural characteristics of the islands throughout their 
life span*
22
Fig* 14 - Rough, uneven surface of rapidly uplifted mudlump PAL « 7.
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Another faster tjhieh complicates th® structure of imclliimp© is the re*- 
jusenaiio® or rê eletatiosi of preexisting islands. Secondary uplift 
of a mudluâ  aeldoa is t^iform -throughout its extent, Because of this 
off ̂centered warping* the island is tilted and deformed, often with 
resulting secondary faulting (Fig* 15). fhe uplifted mve~eut bench, 
in such a case* indicates accurately the amouat and location of max!- 
wm re-elevation (Fig* 16). Original dips of the stratified sediments 
are also affected by subsequent uplifts, often being completely reversed 
in direetlsit*
2A
Fig* 25 - Faulting due to secondary uplift of mudlujap SF * 1*
Fig. 16 - Raided terrace, left foreground, ha© resulted from secondary 
uplift of Island. Tilting has caused the cliff to increase 
from two feet (foreground; to about five feet (background). 
Two earlier terraces are shown at left. SF * 1*
MUDLUMP se d b b m s
In the course of this study, an attempt has been mad© to use tlio sedi­
mentary characteristics of the constituent material as criteria for de­
termining the internal structure and method of formation of the mudlumps* 
The results have been only partially satisfactory* Another aim of the 
sedimentary study has been to determine the sit© of deposition of the 
fine-grained sediments which ultimately form the mdlumpe* This has 
been successfully accomplished*
Samples were obtained in the field through the use of various kinds of 
equipment, Thea© include!
/1, Surface and near-surface samples* (0 to -1 foot) 
j  2* Shallow samples* (-1 foot to -6 feet)
{ a* Conventional hand auger*
b. Modified Hvorslev Soil Sampler* Constructed for this 
project in the machine shop of the Vicksburg Waterways 
Experiment Station (Fig* 17)*
3, Deep samples, (-6 to -117 feet)
a* Hand-drilling crow under the direction of Mr* %  Walton
using cup-type bit and 1-l/A inch pipe (Fig, 18),
b* Jeep-mounted rotary drilling rig with crew under the di­
rection of Mr, M* Walton (Fig* 19)*
A, Samples of bottom material around and between mudlumps.
a. Conventional r1 clam-shell” type sampler*
5, Deep-water samples taken seaward from the mouth of South Pass* 
a* A specially devised sampler ms used which ms constructed
25
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Fig, 17 - Modified KVarsleir Type Soil Sampler* Constructed ty TJ, S* 
Amy Engineer machine shop at Vicksburg, Mississippi*
Fig. IB - U. S* Amy Engineer standard 1-1 A  iu°h Cup-type Bit Sampler.
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Fig. 19 * Jeep~iaom ted  rotary drilling rig and crew# SP * 1*
Fig. 20 * Brag-samplers used for deep irater* Tube in -weight collects 
sample of sediment, screen con© collects microfossils.
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by ’kk® machine shop e? the fer Orleans Engineer Offieo 
(Fig. 20).
The samples ware preserved in sealed containera , and subsequent analyses, 
of may of them have been m.6& by the Soils laboratory of the Mew 
(Cleans District, O o ^  |f Engineers.
The usual mechanical ahalye.es were made of the coarser material, and 
hydrometer determinations made for the clay«sised fraction. 3oni© of 
the most meaningful are presented in this report.
5e*er&l analyses were made of the stratified sediments which fX&nh and 
often cap the uplifted raidluiape. The range of these analyses is shown 
plotted on Figure 21* Olay content averages between !*.% and 6^, tbs 
reminder being silt with a small percentage of very fin© sand. This 
should be compared with Figure 22 which is the range of six samples 
taken from a deep hole on irap SP ** 1. Analysed samples taken at 20 
feet intervals from five to 100 feet indicate that the deeper material 
is consistently finer in composition. This constitutes the often men­
tioned mirn̂ iTnn qlay of the literature* It is very similar to the 
stratified mudluiap material, but has a higher clay content and propor­
tionately lower silt content.
t Mudiumps occur on or rear the bars at the mouths of the River passes. 
Bar sediments are composed essentially of stratified silt and clay 
materials. )During periods of high river, the bar increases in size by' i
the addition of great quantities of fine material.!' During the ensuing 
low-water period, through extended winnowing action, the finer, clay-
HydrometerTyler Sieve Openings in Incites 
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FIG. 2 1 -  COMPOSITE OF SIX ANALYSES OF STRATIFIED MUDLUMP SEDIMENTS.
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FIG. 2 2 -  COMPOSITE OF SIX ANALYSES OF MUDLUMP CLAY. SAMPLES TAKEN 
FROM 5', 2 5 ‘, 45', 65',85' AND 100’ BENEATH SURFACE OF MUDLUMP SP-I
o
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alsed particles 888 la great part removed, m& e g l a  a thin sheet
over the area seaward from the bar^ ̂Therefore,, the resulting fear sedi­
ment is a poorly-sorted material, predo&limntly silt, with a smaller 
proportion of clay and still lass sand (Fig, 23a)\ j S imtlsr 2y, the 
sediment seaward from the fear is poorly sorted, bub hm a relatively 
higher proportion of Qley> with loss silt and ©seanii&Hy no sand |
(Fig* 23b), The term *pro+dslts* clay, «s applied fey Fi®k (1944*3 59), 
might apply to those sediments* T̂hio finer material, found seforal 
miles out from tbs river mouths, corresponds closely with the mtad&X 
w!iioh has been called imdltaap olay*) This similarity Is corroboratod fey 
a separate study of zaudlmsp aicrofauna made fey Andersen (1950)* It wee 
found that ndcrofossils incorporated in the South Bass imidluiftpiS almost 
duplicate those forma currently feeing trapped in the sediments of the 
continental shelf beyond the months of the passes* Establishment of 
the deep eater origin of these microfossils Indicates an uplift Of 
some 350 to 100 feet for the mudlump olay material id which they occur* 
The stratified sediment which flanks or caps the uplifted mud islands 
likewise is very similar to the stratified fear material*
i
During the month of August, 1949, a jeep-mounted rotary drilling rig 
was talsen fey fcarge to the mudlumpB off South Pass, Tin?®© deep holes 
wore drilled and attempts made to obtain continuous cores of the mud*" 
lump material* It was hoped that these cores would indicate two tilings a 
1* The presence of distinct strata at depth, Indicative of struc­
tural horizons within the mudbamps*
2* The total depth to the bottom of tbs mudlump olay and the 
nature of the underlying material*
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FIG. 2 3 o -GRAIN SIZE ANALYSIS OF BAR MATERIAL. SAMPLE FROM 10.5* OF 
WATER DUE SOUTH OF LUMP SP-I. SOUTH PASS BAR.
FIG. 23b-ANALYSIS OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS, GULF OF MEXICO. DRAG SAMPLE 
FROM 3 8 0 'OF WATER, 9 MILES SOUTHEAST OF SOUTH PASS MOUTH.
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«r ttltt «m* baring* «sj» -t* aamarlzed briefly;
t Ite AMeSte stsf«M£ioa'fcion m o w , at depth. Certain swa#a\
1
within tii® eared eeetton contain slightly mom slit them !
others, but these grade tratis:ltioimi3y into the underlying 
and overlying material,
> Thougi cared to a maxim® depth of 117*5 feet, no indication \
or w n  approached, S©wr&l holes on other mdlurape attained./ 
depths of 60 to 100 foot with no Indication of botto®,
fhs reason for the lack of stratification at depth became quite obvious 
during the coring with the rotary rig* In this operation, the casing 
ms "washed down* to a certain depth after which an mdiatrnrbed two-foot 
tore was taken beneath the casing. This procedure was rented down to 
a depth of about twenty-five foot, from that point on, it was notice­
able that the soft Clay material of the mudlump was so fluid that it ms 
squeezing into the casing before the core-barrel could be dropped. All 
cores taken below this depth consisted partly of this highly fluid clay, 
and could not be considered as undisturbed samples * Obviously then, at 
depth the mudlump clay is so plastic as to be incapable of having or 
retaining any sort of recognizable stratification,
ĥidlump clay is typically bluish-black when wet and light-to-medium gray 
when d2 feere is one major exception which is noted at South Bess,
are ecaqposed partly of a grayish-red clay which contrasts strongly with 
the average, darker mudlump clay, J These lumps which contain the two
«as given that th© betto® of mdlnmp SP k 3 had been reached,
At least three small mudlump islands (SP - A, SP - 5 and SP - 63 Plate 5)
%l *ro* « «* §oo*o »«» «tr«* kbb
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FI6. 25-CURVE A * SURFACE SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF BLUISH-BLACK CLAY. SP-5  
CURVE B = SURFACE SAMPLE ANALYSIS OF GRAYISH-RED CLAY. SP-5
Other eeâ aratlve characteristic® of the two different olay®, as de-
%frywli»m| hy p  CTCt
Bluleh-blaok Q3ay Grodflh-red Cb




Aeoqrding to Krynine (1941), these physical properties can he defined 
as fellowsi
Liquid limit m the point at which a material beeoiaes plastic, that is* 
loses its capacity to flow as a liquid, hat can he readily molded* 
The figures represent the percentage water that must he added to 
the dried clay to cause flowage.
Plastic limit « 11 the lowest moisture content at which the soil can he 
rolled into threads 1/8 inch in dianeter without the threads 
orumbling or breaking into pieces*" This is also expressed as a 
percentage*
Plasticity index ® the percentage difference between the liquid limit 
and the plastic limit. The higher the plasticity index, the mam 
plastic the material.
These data indicate that* in its original state, the grayisk-red clay 
of South Pass must contain less water than the adjacent bluish-black 
day,
la order to obtain more inf or nation about the imdluiap clays* X-ray dif­









the ^  A total of eleven sa»$2es ware amused by
tilla method# with the results shown in Table 1# The min purpose at 
this analytical procedure was to ascertain the composition of the clay 
minerals which constitute snob a large percentage of the midlwaip material#
At present there are three sain families of clay minerals recognised} 
montmorilloBite# kaelialt© and illite (Grim* 1939# 1942)# The minerals 
composing these gTdups are so Staite that the petrographic ndcroscop© 
and other devices of the mineralogist most be replaced with the X*ray 
diffraction a^arat\m la order to determine their fora# shape and in?* 
teraal properties# The clay minerals are found to haw crystalline 
structure, a thin tabular shape# and complex, variable chemical f M b  
lae# The tabular shape is due to a pronounced basal cleavage of the 
minerals. Individual flaky minerals generally aggregate Into clay 
masses, because of their affinity for each other# In addition to the 
property of adsorption# common to all fine-grained particles# two of the 
clay-mineral groups haw the ability to take water into their internal 
sheet-like structure* This property Is most pronounced in minerals of 
the montmorillonite family# less Important in the illite family# and 
complately lacking in the kaolinite group* Hue to the minute water film# 
the attraction between montiuorillonit© particles is lessened} conse­
quently the material exhibits the properties of swelling and plasticity# 
The illite minerals individually are much larger# hence the amount of 
water per unit volume is less than in montmorillonlte # with the result 
that illite shows less swelling and less plasticity# The kaolinite min­
erals do not have the ability to take water into their internal struc­
ture# hence the group lacks the swelling characteristic and exhibits low
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soiw 20 foot thick, starting about 4-0 foot teno&th the anrfaco






























































mod m m  and qas m m
IMod and gas springs have long been mmtQ&md m  integral part of mud~ 
lump activity* |les©oiated with every mu&lump sapped during thin study 
have been one ear more vents* s o h b  discharging mud and building cones* 
ethers discharging only gas* p m  close correlation between vent and 
lump has caused earlier worker® to associate the former with the node 
of formation of the latter* t̂feay have postulated that continuous end 
flews have built up the island in the same manner that lava flows build 
up a volcanic island* (Set has been shown* however* that there is a dif­
ference between the stratification of the ffiu&luiap body and that of tbs 
and cones which often cap the islandŝ ! turfcherraore, field studies have 
indicated that the mud or gas vents most commonly occur along observable 
faults in the oudlraps* As the faults are primary features formed by 
the uplift of the mudlunp material* the vents in following the fractures
- *  -  — — • ) r— 26 “ • oira
and vest location and f&ults* The diagram shows only the continuous*
important faults* for the Island surface is a mass of fissures (Fig# A
is an aerial photograph of the same mudlump), Figure 26 also indicates
roughly the sequence of events in the development of the mud cones* Xt
illustrates particularly the short-lived nature of individual mud cones*
iGas vents on the raid3taps are more numerous than mud vents* Gas vents consist usually of an opening flush with the surface of the ground* 
filled with saline water through which a stream of gas bubbles* more or 
less continuously*/ Iron stains on the surface of the water are common* 






Schematic hydrographic contours ind ica te  
approximate exten t o f  mudtump is la n d








"A" Only active mudvent in May 1 9 4 8  Became in ac tive  
in M a rc h -A p ril 1950 
" B "  Active  la te  in 1 9 4 8  and e a r ly  194 9 .
C ' A c tiv e  in June 1 9 4 9  In a c tiv e  by A u gust 1 9 ^9 . 
'D" M inor d ischarge Aug 1 9 4 9 - A p r i l  1 95 0 .
“ E "  Became a c tive  between June and A u gust 1949 
"F" Form ed in A p r i l 1 9 5 0  re p la c in g  Vent " a “
 L ine o f fa u lt .  U is up th row n side
—  L ine  o f fa u lt ,  not w e ll de fin ed .
N P -  4
Mudlump formed between 
June 1948 and June 1949
FIG. 2 6  -  LO C ATIO N  OF F A U L T S  AND MUDVENTS ON MUDLUMP N P - 3  
SEQUENCE OF A C T IV ITY  OF MUDVENTS IN D IC ATED  IN LEG EN D
4$
\  Samd© Tfent in Mini# 2*1/2 miles SB of 
Baas A Loutre light* 
house*
lad Vent 3 miles 









4*98 5*22 2 ,U 2*42
% 1.3i #00 2*90 .00
CO .00 *00 .00 *00
® v ' rr.05 82*50 84.50 97*02
Hasting value at 0* C 
and 760 mm, BT0* m
1033
Male a (From Stem, 1933 - a)
unusual. inflammable gas discharged seems to to© the typist march 
gas b o  common in the entire toner Delt̂ . Ho analyses of the gas mere 
ned© toy the writer* toot B. W. Shaw (1913 - 2 ) include© the preceding 
table which can be considered indicative (Table 2)* The absence of 
©thane (62%) from the analyses indicates that the gaseous material is 
probably near-eurface marsh gas rather than the product of petroleum 
deposits*
The gas vents range from an inch to eighteen or twenty Inches in dl&»
i
meterl fee inside walls of the vent are hard and smooth, plastered with 
a layer of fin© clay*} The larger vents generally taper down to a uniform
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degree of fluidity of the mud, quantity discharged, and duration of 
the discharge period*
For purposes of comparison, vents at four different localities eg*, 
discussedi
1* the nsxd mats of IP - 3 (Plata 5 and Pig# 26)*
2* The mod vents oa the beach at the mouth of Smith Baas near
the trlangulatlon beach mark designated "Station Im jfl 
{Plate 5}«
3, the and vents of the ̂ Ughthmaee11 loeallty* some tee #  three
ailea west «f Burrwoodj Louisiana, on Lighthouse Bayou (Plate 1),
Am A large said vent ea the bank of Williams Bass, three miles
/  e»t of Southwest Base near Scott*# Light (Plate 1),
/The sediasratary characteristics of the material from the rcud vents of
these fear Localities are shown by the mechanical analyses of Figure 27*
Though basically similar, there are appreciable differences in the pci
vent materials, Such variations in grain else would be expected,, hew*
ever, because the elected material Is a composite of true plastic mud* 
x ■
lump clay^ contaminated with material from the overlying aediiaenidry
layers, Samples 2 and A (Fig, 27) are very similar to tbe true Mb*
1109 olay of Figure 22, while analyses 1 and 3 (Fig, 27) fall within
the range shown on Figure 21,
MudLrcros
Sud vent "D" of HP *- 3 (Fig, 26) is a true mudlump vent, typical of 
many of the islands. In order to determine the discharge pressure of 
the mud vents, a simple water manometer was attached to a steel drum 
and forced into position over the vent (Fig* 23). Pressure developed 
in the drum sufficient to displace about five inches of water in the 
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FIS. 2 7 -  MECHANICAL ANAUfSES OF MATERIAL FROM FOUR ACTIVE MUD VENTS. 
SAMPLE I * MUD VENT "D"OF LUMP N P-3. SAMPLE 2 = MUD VENT NEAR 
STATION LUMP, SOUTH PASS. SAMPLE 3=MUD VENT NEAR LIGHTHOUSE 
BAYOU,SOUTHWEST RUSS. SAMPLE 4 * MUD VENT ON WILLIAMS PASS,













fig, 28 * Vftter aanoBeter device used for measuring mud 
Vent "D", HP - 3, (See Pig* 26 for location)
m
Wh»» this figure vm attained, the flour of mid and gas ceased and the 
pressure dropped rapidly to ssro* the release of pressure followed 
the formation of a new vent location soate fifteen feet northeast along 
the seas fault. Thus, it appears that the height and size of a mud- 
lump vent is Halted, chiefly because of the highly fissured and 
faulted nature of the orustal sediments * Field observations have 
shown that all large mid cones are finally abandoned in favor of nearby 
secondary vents at lower elevations,
Stifttlqh Ifflgff VEfltft
The mod vents on the beach at South Pass differ from the true mudlump 
vents. Of this group of three vents, two discharge mud and the third 
salts only gas* The ejected material is extremely fine, sous BO per­
cent being of clay-sised particles. It is discharged on a sand beach, 
forming a mud cone over the coarser sand (Fig, 29), These vents arc 
on the flank of a large irregular mass of clay, highly overgrown with 
vegetation, which has been designated "Station lm$P for the last 
thirty years or more* Mud springs have been indicated on maps in this 
general area since 1916, It is not definitely known that Station tuug? 
was ever an island mudlsuBP* The oldest available detailed maps, 
published in 1916, show this triangulation station to be a pari of 
the sand beach. It is strongly suspected, however, that Station Ump 
is an old nwfllwp island that has become incorporated into the sand 
spit at South Pass, Within the last two years, a small Island lump 
(Fig, 30) h«a become connected to the rapidly growing sand spit, and 
probably soon will bo covered and incorporated into the land area. 
Several other mud and go® vents on the beach at South Pass arc
SENW
M U D  V E N T
LAGOON
SOFT M U D
MATERIAL
IN
V E N T STIFF M U D
PLASTIC
C L A Y S IL T Y  C L A YTOTAL D EPTH  
TO B U R IE D  
M U D  L U M P  (?) 
ABOUT 20 FT.
S A N D Y  SILT
H O R I Z O N T A L  A ND V E R T I C A L  SC A LE  
SCALE OF FEET
AUGUST 1948
FIG. 2 9 -G R O S S  SECTION THROUGH MUD V E N T  DEVELOPED ON THE 
BEACH AT SOUTH PASS, NEAR STATION LUMP.
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Tlgf 30 » SbbIX saadlnjap (fldddlsground) becoming iJtoWpQDPBtwSl
into sand spit at South Rass*
Fig, 31 - Aerial photograph of the UghthouBe Bayou area. Four taxi 
vents occur in the mrshl&nd near the old Spanish light 
tower at Southwest Itoss*
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indicative of this gradual process of sudluisp assimilation* Apparent* 
ly static pressure supplemented by gas pressure has caused some of 
the mud to ho farced through the overlying sand moss , with the ensuing 
formation of mud vents* It can be safely concluded, then, that the 
Statical Lû p i n  vents are essentially similar to those of NP - 3 
and that in this case, mud vent activity Is indicative of mudlump 
activity*
Lighthouse Bavffltt iB-id
The said v?nts of the third or Lighthouse locality, lie within the 
marshland across Southeast Pass from the Engineer Substation at Burr* 
wood, Louisiana* These vents are situated near lighthouse Bayou 
between the Southwest Bass light and the abandoned Spanish light tower 
(Plate 1)* Four vents occur within s i area "-50 feet by 350 feet, and 
are outstanding because they form the only hard, dry iround in the 
vicinity (Figs. 31, 32 ,nd 33)*
These vents ere isolated in a marsh region six miles from the nearest 
currently active raudlwnps* However, old maps of Southwest Bass show 
that the mouth of the pass and, therefore, the site of mudlump activity 
has been moving progressively seaward* Captain Taleott’s map of 1838 
(Plate Z) shows the naadluap area of Southwest Pass In the same loca­
tion as the present-day mud vents* Hence, it my be concluded again 
that the and vent activity seen here Is a last indication Of the former 
presence of mudlumps*
The discharge pressure of the Lighthouse Bayou rat’d vent© was also
52
Fig* 32 - Two of the lighthouse Bayou mud vents* ftoshland near 
Southwest Baas Lighthouse*
Fig* 33 ~ Mud cone near Lighthouse Bayou, Southwest Bass*
53
measured with the mtor manometer* and found to to equivalent to 3-3/2 
inches of water or 0*3 pounds per square inch* ■ Pressures above 0*3 
pounds per square inch could net to recorded as it was impossible to 
attain an effective seal between tto drum m i the ground* With a mm  
suitable device* much higher pressures could no doubt to attained*
The fourth mud vent locality studied occurs within the marshland* 
three miles vest of Southwest Jtos* s mm 500 feet from the bank of 
Williams Pass* 89*19*45% 29*06WW (Plato D* Mud vent activity 
here is confined to on© large* active com which stands eight and one* 
half feet above marsh level (Mgs* 34 and 35)* the vent discharges a 
relatively large amount of thick viscous mud accompanied by a minor 
amount of gas* The extreme viscosity of the mud has caused the de­
velopment of an abnormally steep-sided cone* giving it an appearance 
similar to the well-known mud volcanoes of other parts of the world*
This mod vent is over fifteen miles from the nearest mudlump islands* 
It cannot be correlated with recent mudlump activity* Certainly the 
mouth of Southwest Pass discharged in this latitude some hundreds 
of years ago* but the mud vent in question is located some three 
ndles west of the main river channel* If the vent Is an indication 
of car liar satdluiape, the distributary channel must have been appreci­
ably farther west than the present course of the pass*
In a paper published in 1871* Eugene HUgard describes (p* 367) a mud
% &  •**r ~  
7>" ̂t .:; lÂ ' \.; ^
Fig* 35 - M  cone mar ftilliaine Bssfl, west of M2&-3 TAght m  South- 
vm&t Pass#
eono ia the mum &mml location, which had attained a imported height 
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navigable, the con© ma not seen, if Indeed it Is still present* Re- 
sidents of the bower Delta mention still another mud eone In the re­
cently formed marshland of Garden Island Bay* Three different people 
were equally emphatic about its location in three different areas* A 
two-day search failed to locate the mud cone* It can be said with 
certainty, however, that mud cones do exist in the marsh of the Lower 
Delta* One was studied, and at least two others have been seen in the 
past* These cones cannot be attributed to recent mudlump activity*
If they are indicative of past ffliadlump growth, it must be concluded 
that the: distributary channels of that time do not coincide with the 
passes of today*
It has been shown that the mud cones of the mudlump islands originate 
along faults* Faulting is coincident with the original Midlump uplift* 
It is entirely possible that faulting elsewhere in the Lower Delta, 
unrelated to mu<£hsap activity, might enable the soft, fluid mud at 
depth to find an outlet to the surface, ultimately forming a mud vent* 
Such a vent, along a more permanent fault line would necessarily be 
more stable and could remain active as long as the supply of fluid mud 
was available*
The mud vent locations have been visited at various times throughout 
the past three years, and it is evident that during times of high 
river stage, the discharge of mud and gas from active vents is greatly 
accelerated* This is corroborated by local residents who notice that 
new vents are formed and old vents become more active during the winter 
and spring months* During spring floods, the water level is two to
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three feet higher than at lew river stage* This would cause a great 
increase in at&tic pressure upon the underlying sediments* which* in 
turn* would cause an increase in discharge of the mod and gas vents*
Several conclusions may be drawn with regard to the end vents and their
formation*
/
8toet mad vents of the lower Delta can be correlated with
sndluinp activity*
2* Mud and gas vents seem to be the last phase of activity of 
mudlump development*
3* Mud vent activity may continue for long periods of time* 
perhaps a hundred years, after the disappearance of mudlump 
islands*
4 * A few mud vents In the marshes are not correlatabla with 
mudlump activity*
5* These vents may be a result of faulting of the surface s©di~ 
meats *
j 6* Had vent activity is best seen during and immediately after
tines of high river stags*
MUDLUMP ORIGIN
Many earlier workers have proposed theories concerning the doveloptaent 
of mudlumgis* Some of the ideas have been excellent deductions , while 
others have been only speculations* In order to be acceptable, any 
proposal s&de must be in complete accord with all of the available evi­
dence* A list of factual observations must include the following*
1 * Sudlmap Inlands are known to occur only at the mouths of the 
major river delta*
2* Mudlurap islands occur only at the mouths of those Mississippi 
River channels discharging into deep water# /Mudlump develop­
ment has never been reported from* 
a* Baptiste Collette Bayou and distributaries* 
b« Cubits Cep distributaries - including Main Bass* 
e» Distributaries from the Crevasse into Garden Island Bay* 
d* Distributaries from the Jtarop into last Bay*
These four distributaries have one major factor in common* 
they all discharge into shallow water*
3* Where azodlunpe do occur, they commonly have a right bank
location* The one major exception to this rule at the present 
time is at Pass A Loutre,
A* Both island and submarine nrudlumpe are found associated with 
bar deposits at the river mouths,
5 ^  bar deposits grow rapidly during river flood stage, and are
-A
red u ced  in sic© by winnowing action during low river stage*
&* Mudlumpe develop on the deep-water side of the bar, and retain 
their position while the extending bar envelop© them*
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7* Th© submarine mudlumpe in process of development, ere shorn by
surveys to be elongate parallel to the edges of the bar de­
posits*
8 * The growth of new island mudlump® may occur as a slow and 
gradual uplifting process, or It may bo a rapid and violent 
upheaval* The gradual growth occurs during normal seasons, 
while the violent growth usually follows periods of heavy 
flood*
9* Secondary uplift of mudlump islands is most pronounced follow­
ing times of high river stage#
10* Kost mudlump islands discharge gas and/or mud through vents or 
fissures*
11* The discharge of gas and mud is noted to be heavier during
times of high river than during other seasons*
12* The disappearance of mudlump® is a slow process of weathering 
and wave erosion* The rapidity of the process depends upon 
the degree of shelter of the mudlump location, the sedimentary 
composition of the mudlump and the amount of rejuvenation of 
the island by secondary uplift*
/ The only conclusion consistent with the factual evidence is that mud- 
~ Inmp growth and bar development are complementary processes* The close 
correlation between increase in bar size and increase in mudlump activi­
ty precludes postulating any other mode of origin for these features*
The sequence of events leading to the emergence of a mudlump island is 
schematically represented in Fig* 36* inuring Stage A, the river
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River 
MOUTH > Ba r  d e p o s i t  STAGE "A "
G U L F  LEVEL
STAGE A
DEPOSITION AT RIVER MOUTH
B A R  D E P O S IT  
STAGE'S"R IV E R  M O U T H  "B
GULF LEVEL
T H IN N IN G  OF O RIG INAL  
STA G E "A" PLASTIC C L A Y  
B Y  S TATIC  P R E S S U R E  OF 
O VER LYIN G  BAR DE PO S IT M U D LU M P S  IN  
PROCESS OF 
F O R M A T IO N
STAGE B
RIVER MOUTH HAS MOVED SEAWARD 
BY NORMAL DELTAIC GROWTH
B A R  DEPOSIT  
S T A G E  *G"
R IV E R  M O U T H  "C MUDLUMP ISLAND 
GULF LEVEL
A  i
S T R A T IF IE D  b a r  d e p o s it s  
U P L IF T E D  BY PLA S TIC  CLAY 
CORE, TO F O R M  M U D LU M P  ISLAND
STAGE C
RIVER MOUTH HAS EXTENDED 
FARTHER SEAWARD
FIG. 36  SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN BAR GROWTH AND MUDLUMP DEVELOPMENT 
VERTICAL SCALE GREATLY EXAGGERATED
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distributary deposits sediments in three transitional zonees \
X# A near-shore, motive bar deposit chiefly sandy silt#. /
2* A thin layer of silty olay jading seaward into \
3. a thin layer of plastic clay*
As these semes are transitional, both laterally and vertically, they 
cannot be considered exact* they suffice, however, for purpose of 
Illustration* The distributary continues to extend it® mouth, spread* 
lag similar deposit® and building the bar outward* At Stage B, the 
river south has moved seaward until the silty bar material Is overlying 
the plastic clay layer of Stags A* Dus to the static pressure of the 
bar and its slow forward movement, the plastic clay material is thinned 
and squeezed ahead* The forward edge of the bar has a relatively steep 
slope, and at that point the load pressure of overlying sediments In 
consequently smaller. It is at this place that the plastic clay breaks 
through to initiate upward mudlump growth. The bar, building forward, 
surround® the small, incipient mudlump which becomes stabilised and is 
forced toward the surface (Stage C). In rising toward the surface, it 
uplifts the overlying sediments of the bar, which accounts for the 
stratified appearance of the flanks of many of the lumps* As soon as 
a nrudlttiBp has formed, it becomes localised dim to the thick bar de* 
posit® around its flanks and the relatively thin deposits over its 
surface. With increasing static pressure and a sufficient supply of 
material, the midlump clay my be forced to the surface.
There is also a good possibility that faulting play® a part in mn&luiap 
formation. The thick, localized bar deposits overlying the unstable, 
newly deposited sediments conceivably could result in a series of
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faults parallel to the bar front. Such faulting could establish th® 
site of laudltanp growth and would s a w  to break th® clay stratum Into 
a series of distinct units* This concept Is in accord with the 
tendency toward the formation of numorous smaller lump®, rather than 
a few extremely large bodies. However, such an idea does not fall 
within the realm of factual evidence, and must be considered, at best, 
as a logical speculation,
Sfeidluaps are developed only on those passes which discharge into deep 
water, that is, those channels which approach th© edge of the contin­
ental shelf. Apparently, only in deep water can the bar deposit become 
thick enough to ©m&rt static pressure of the magnitude necessary for 
causing flow&ge within the plastic clay stratum,
Mudlorape are a Mississippi River phenomenon, unreported from any other 
delta region. This is due to three important physical characteristics 
exhibited by the riven
^  1, The river discharges only fine-grainsd materials at its mouths,
/
f This consists predominantly of silt and clay with aom sand,
2, The river discharges into a relatively stiH body of water. 
Longshore currents are not strong enough to prevent th© for* 
mation of a massive bar deposit,
3, The mouths of the Mississippi River are much closer to th© 
edge of the continental shelf than aro most other major delta* 
building rivers. The resulting steeper slope is favorable for 
the formation of a thick river-mouth bar.
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These three eeaditierai, oecurring simultaneously, cause imi&Lump islands 
to develop. To the best of ay knowledge, the Miss ice ippi Elver has 
the only delta which exhibits all of these character Is ties simultane­
ously.
MUDMJMP DBTRlBireXOa
This outtet of the Mississippi Sleep extends s«s» twenty miles la a 
scwthwesterly direction from the Bead of Basses (Plate 1)./it eanrlas
V
the majority of th® water and a great part Of tfe® sediment of the 
Mississippi River into the Gulf of Mexico* ̂  With the exception of 
three or four minor overflow channels, th© pass is without break 
throughout its linear extent# Prior to the construction of Jetties at 
the mouth of this pass, its outlet was broad, flaring and shallow*
At that time mudlump islands were numerous beyond the mouth, mainly 
on the right bank with a few on the left# ̂ During the years 1902 to 
1906, the system of jetties was constructed, which served to narrow 
the outlet and extend it some three miles seaward into deeper water#̂  
The jetties, in extending the mouth seaward, by-passed the mudlump 
islands which eventually became incorporated into marsh ground# The 
wide marsh sections around Burrwood, Louisiana, and directly across 
the pass near the lighthouses, indicate the approximate sits of the 
river mouth late in the nineteenth century (Plate 3)*
/since the completion of the jetties, Baidlump islands have not been in 
existence at the mouth of Southwest Pasŝ  1 Within, the last few years,
however, there have been several reports of temporary mudlump masses
\
thrust to the surface# 1 Generally these bodies were washed away withins
a few hours without any definite location being establishedi On j 
March 21, 1950, a new mudlump Island was reported off the west side I
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of Southeast Bess entrancê  The area mm photographed from the air on 
l&reh 22nd end visited ty boat on March 23rd (Figs* 37, 38 and 39)*
The new mudluiap consisted of a group of pinnacles above water, ear- 
tending about 500 feet along a characteristic sigmoidal pattern 
(Fig* 39}* Another snail island lump was breaking the water surface 
some 1200 feet southeast of the main Island group* The area was 
surveyed and the main lump location established asi latitude 28*54*
+ 650 feet, longitude 89*27* * 1740 feat.
The uplifted material consisted of typical hfcij bottom deposits, about 
equal proportions of silt and clay with a very small percentage of 
sand (Fig* 4 0}# The relatively high proportion of coarser material 
caused the lamp to be less resistant to wave erosion than most mud- 
lump islands, with the result that it remained an island only two or
of this nnidlmap was some three
The abundance of mu&ltzop islands at Southwest Baas prior to 1900, 
the lack of such islands until 1950, and their recent renewed activity 
can all be oomstlated directly with sedimentation processes at the 
mouth of that pass# Briar to the attraction of the jetties, an ex­
tensive bar depaslt off the mouth of the pose had caused the develop- 
m nt a t f f i f f i r f r e u e i n  the rnrnm  previously described*
/By extending the riter mouth, with Jetties, beyond the bar and md~(
''.lumps, the resulting problem was temporarily solved# Since 1919,
the bar has been relatively stable due to the controlling jetties#
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Fig* 37 * First tmttUttfflg? latent developed at Southwest ftese since 
ecastructieii of the jetties* SWP * 1*
Fig, 38 * Relationship between new nradliinrp (foreground) and jetties at 
Southwest Ease, Aerial photograph tabem J/aroh 22, 1950*
SWF - 1*
Tigm 39 - Aerial photograph showing sigmoidal shape of new mudliâ p 
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U. S. Bureau of Soils Classification
FIG. 40  — MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL FROM NEW MUDLUMP AT 
SOUTHWEST PASS. SAMPLED MARCH 23 ,1950 .
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^  E ncirc led  figures are w ater depths a t the tim e
/ r \ (S' o f th e  1920 Survey. J e t t ie s  were e x te n d e d
^  between th e  1920 a n d  1925 Surveys. Information
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P ass B a r b y  U 5, A rm y  Engineers.
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Submarine contour lines taken from fathometer 
survey o f  Southwest Pass B ar made in May 1950, 
by U. S. A rm y  Engineers. Dejbthe in feet.
Shaded areas indicate position and approxim ate  
shape o f  submerged mudiumps. Only those submarine 
topographic high areas having ten feet or more o f  local 
reliefare considered to be mudiumps. The figure shown 
is depth from M.G.L. to top o f lump.
MAP OF THE BAR AT SOUTHWEST PASS. SUBMARINE MUDLUMPS SHOWN
AS SHADED AREAS. _________
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A# indicated m  the mp (Fig* 42)* inst laidlw&fp© are formed at the edge 
of the fear d$*$et3y oppoelte the aieuth of the jetiiae or toward the 
nar̂ (fe»fcf> At the tls© of tM$ &vsrmj$ m  lm$® are appare&t at the 
edge of the her wmmmt the eatr&aee etemeX. It is aot Imovm whether 
jEgpdlwepo a m  . of aXtiisate d©we!o|m©&t tote flaltewfle at thtss
Ireeltloa* o&e trestles© yfotfth develop la. the oh&iwaeX are reaetad
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dee t$ dtaedglagt erosion hr water earrenta* and fre<|u©iat paeiage ct 
deep*&raft ooeaa-golag vessel#*































D E V E L O P M E N T  OF SUBMARINE M UDLUMPS A T SO UTH P A 9W , 1 8 9 9 - 1 9 0 9
NAME OF LUMP WEST LUMP NORTH LUMP SOUTH LUMP
REMARKS









Dec. 13,1899 -2 7 .0  Feet -26 .6  Feet South Lump has not developed.
Feb. 13,1900 - 2 5 .4  "
 ̂ . ii
- 2 9 .4 ------ - _ South Lump has not developed.
Aug. 13,1901
_ _ _ n
-2 5 .0
_ _ _ it
-2 9 .0 ----------- South Lump has not developed.
Sept. 17,1902
_ „ _ ii
-24 .7
_ _ _ ii
-2 6 .7 -2 3 .5  Feet F irst development a t South Lump.
Aug. 12,1903 -2 2 .0  " -2 2 .6  " - 2 8 .0  "
West 8  North Lumps increase despite 67 
days o f dredging.*
Aug. 4 ,1904 ---------- -2 4 .1  " - 2 5 .4  "
West Lump removed and North Lump lowered. 
55 days of dredging.*
Feb. 17,1905 -2 5 .5  “ -2 5 .7  "
_ _ . ii 
-2 6 .1
West Lump reappears despite 41 days 
of dredging. *
June 29,1906 -2 5 .0  " -2 2 .6  " -2 7 .0  " Lumps very broad and join across channel. 18 days of dredging.*
July 5,1907 -2 3 .8  "
_, _ ii 
-2 1 .0 -2 3 .3  "
Largest flood on local record. M iddle Lump 
form s between North and South Lump.
105 days o f d re d g in g *
May 9,1908 -2 7 .0  " -2 0 .3  " -1 6 .0  “
N orth Lump reappears after removal. West 
and South Lumps joined to shoal area.
99  days o f dredging *
Feb. 17,1909 -2 6 .0  " -2 6 .0  " -2 0 .3  "
North Lump being dredged. West and South 
Lumps joined to  shoal area.
Table 3 (From Washburn, 1909)
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of the entrance elmnnelJ Consequently, 
in l$09t the entrance rauag© bearing was changed from $4§®W to H65©W*
Tb© twenty dogs1©© ©hang© moved the channel northeasterly, awy £rom 
the eneroeehiiig bar front with it© resultant mdlumps* Since this 
modification, dredging lias m  longer bash necessary and mud&uap**
♦.feMttflgh increasingly numerous, are located south and west of the outran©© 
channel*
at this pass, it is evident that increasing bar sis© has ae~ 
o© berated wwffbwy  growth J Prior to its improve bp nt , the quantity of
© ■© ■© 'A lSaaa j h I m I  J M O U I M w  A i l  I 3 1 iM#iA4iefc *•*■ -**■ —»*© j f  i r f r r f i k iW W - 96flNMK®Ri ®8flB3En*i6ro wO* UtwUT ISQT tiwElwlI *Tffi9(9 JWB 13® ^a3î SJ5JMB
a© ©os$erwd with the other two iî wrfcant passes* Of the eight t© im  
£** $§!& *f tfcs river flow carried by South Pass, approadmteiy oa»* 
fourth m  discharged by Grand Bsyow (Qortbell, l$$lt 11$}.* Du© to 
&* ffcowrabl* angle of diimrgsiw» from South F&ss, Grand Bayou probably 
ceiriad w n  than eae*f ©urfeh of the sedimentary load of the pass*
Because of the obstruetiag sand bar which had formed in South Bass near
Bead af Passes (Hate 3), it is probable that an appreciable amount cf
tbs bed load of that stream did not reach the Gulf* Ln addition to
the ©onii^uotlm of let ties, the improvement program of South Pass 
included the ©losing of Grand Bayou and several overflow ©tamele* 
by-passing the sand bar obstruction, and the building of dams and dihes 
to enlarge the flow of the distributary*
These changes increased the total volume of water in South Pass by 
only a few per cent, but the quantity of water and sediment through 
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/  /  / G eneralized isochron lines showing position o f 
t, s ' / ' /  - 2 0 ' (M. G.L.)  contours o f  th e  b a r  a t  South
P ass .
Encircled figures are water depths a t  the tim e o f  
th e  1925 Survey. Information taken from annual 
surveys of the South Pass Bar by U.SArmy Engineers.
FIG. 43 -  ADVANCE OF THE BAR AT SOUTH PASS, 1920 TO 1950
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Light* From 191S to the present time there haw been Madlump islands 
constantly present at South F&ss* lost of those islands change poai- 
tion subtly when rejuvenated by recurrent uplift* Ifew lumps eon* 
tinu&Uy appear while old m m  aw washed away# but the site of imdlump 
nativity has remained In the sane general area* is the bar has gradu­
ally increased in sine# new mudiumps have developed on the flanl©, both 
toward the south and the neat*
The locations of probable future swudlump islands with respect to the 
bar are shown on Figure 44* The cross-hatched areas again indicate 
submarine eminences that stand at least ten feet above the surrounding 
bar deposits* Those currently present at South Fans are located in an 
arcuate band about 8000 feet from the East Jetty light* The center of 
this band la 8000 feet from the entrance channel* By way of comparison* 
the sufemrlne luaps at Southwest Pass are located in a band some 9600 
feet from the East Jetty light* with the center of activity being about 
6400 feet from the entrance channel*
The aodlomp islands of South Pass were studied carefully and mapped 
during the summers of 1948 and 1949* Plate 5 indicates their locations 
in August* 1948* Of the several islands at this pass, only SP - 3 
approaches closely the concept of the typical mdlump as developed in 
a foregoing section* The subaerial portion of this mudlump consists 
of a ridgs about 350 feet long and 30 feet wide at the broadest part 
(Figs* 45 and 4 6)* It is composed of alternating layers of silt and 
clay which dip toward the west at an angle of five to ten degrees* A 
100-foot bore hole was drilled in July# 1949* and continuous cores
BUOY NO 2
39 ° 08' 09 08
y  /  /  Submarine contour lines taken from fofhomelersurvey 
/  o f Soufh Pass Bar made in June and August 1950, 
/ / y * °  by the It. S. A rm y Engineers. Depths in  feet.
Shaded areas indicate position an d  approximate 
shape o f  submerged mudiumps.O'nlu those submarine 
topographic highareas having ten feet o r more o f local 
relief are considered to be mudiumps. The figure shown is 
depth from M .6.L. to top o f lump
S C A L E  O F F E E T
4 0  0  0  4  00 8 0 0  12 0 0  IC 00 2 0 0 0
M ud lump islands Position and shape shown by 
Form lines.
FIG.4 4  -  MAP OF THE BAR AT SOUTH PASS. SUBMARINE MUDLUMPS SHOWN AS SHADED A R E A S .
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Fig. 45 * Aerial photograph of South Paso mudiumps, left to right* 
SP - 4, SP - 1, SP - 2 and SP - 3.
Fig. 46 - Jeep-mounted drilling rig malting boring on SP - 3, a long, 
narrow, stratified lump dipping toward the nest (left).
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taken of a part of the section* At depths of 23 to 29 feet, three 
small faults were noted, with definite slicks asi&ing indicating a dip 
of about SO degrees* At 65 feet, the drilling rig lost water pressure 
Rnd within a few moments the defiling fluid was cowing to the surface 
along a fault-line oriented essenti&liy parallel to the length of the 
island. Therefore, this fault, ty calculation, dips at an angle of 
78 degrees toward the east, a figure which agrees closely with the dips 
of the faults noted in the cored section* The Island portion of this 
mudluEtp consists, then, ef the uplifted western tin area of a much 
larger body, the central and eastern part of which Is still submerged* 
The faults indicated here are the peripheral faults noted on the flanks 
of the typical mudlump structure.
Ho nmdlump island existed at this location in January, 1948* In July, 
1948, the exposed portion of the lump was about 200 feet In length*
The hurricane of September, 1948, with Its resulting heavy wave action, 
reduced the newly uplifted lump considerably* By July, 1949, It had 
been re-elevated and had the dissensions given above*
The remainder of the islands at South Bass deviate in one way or 
another from the norm* The large mudiumps SP * 1 and SP - 2 (Plate 5 
and Fig* 45) are composed almost entirely of the material which has 
been called mudltfflp Olay (Pig* 22)* Only on the extreme flanks of 
secondarily uplifted portions of this lump oaa any indication be found 
of the rather typical stratification {Fig* 47)* These two islands are 
part of one large uplift, and seem to have been separated by erosion*
SP - 1 has been carefully observed at intervals during the past three
S3
Fig* 4.7 * Stratification on newly uplifted portion of SF * 1# 
dip about 60 degrees to the right (Southwest))#
Strata
Fig# 4,8 - Blocks of clay breaking from cliffs of SP ~ 1,
yww* Between the summers of 1940 and 1949* a localised rejuvenation 
caused the southwestern part of the lump to be re-elevated about five 
feet* The entire island was tilted with the result that the mve-eut 
cliff on the western aide ranges in height from fire feet at the south­
ern end to about on© foot at the northern end (Fig* 16) * The channel 
separating SP - 1 from BP - Z also was uplifted* reducing water depth 
from two feet at mean low tide to about one foot# Another uplift of 
this island occurred in early 1950* when the far southern portion was 
re-elevated some four feet* This also was m  off-centered uplift be­
cause the northern pert of the Island was elevated only a foot or so* 
The channel between SP - 1 and SP - 2 was eliminated at low water stag© 
and the two lumps again have effectively becosss one* Be current fault- 
isg accompanied the recent uplift (Fig* 15) with the southern part of 
the island being elevated* It is apparent that most of the growth of 
SP - 1 and SP - 2 has taken place in this manner* A careful study in­
dicates at least three wave-cut benches on SP - 1 (Fig* 16), It 1b not 
practical to assign elevations to these various uplifts as they vary in 
altitude along the length of the island; nor is it possible to corre­
late specific elevated wave-cut benches with certain years* It would 
be very interesting to set permanent bench marks on certain mudlump 
islaixte and survey them semiannually for a period of several years to 
determine the specific relationships between river stag© and amount of 
mndlump uplift*
When thrust above sea level, the mudlump clay mass dries, shrinks, and 
cracks* Partially dried blocks of cloy commonly break away from the 
vertical cliffs and fall on the wav©-out bench below (Fig* 4S),
Subsequent wave action rolls the individual clay blocks to-and-frG# 
until their original rectangular form la altered to that of rounded -mad 
balls (Fig* 19) (Belli 1940)* This ©rosional process occurs on several 
amdlumpa, but on SP - 1* th© said ball beaches are especially well 
developed (Fig* 50)*
Mudiumps SP - U$ SP - 5 and SP - 6 are composed in part of the grayish- 
red clay discussed previously* These lumps ere constantly present* 
but are generally so loir that the surf breaks over them# It has not 
been possible to ascertain the detailed structural characteristics of 
these lumps* Lumps SP «* 7, SP * 8* SP - 9 and SP - 10 have been ex­
posed only as small, Isolated pinnacles above water, with the result 
that relatively little is known about them.
Thus* the development of mudlump islands at South Pass may be consider­
ed abnormal. This abnormality is a direct outcome of the artificial
\
nature of the mouth of the pass* The deepening of the channel over th& 
bar through the construction of jetties has caused a concentration of 
sediment to the west of the channel* The sediments are piled in a 
restricted* limited area rather than a broad* variable area* This has 
caused a localised excessive load* which* in turn* effected a concen­
tration of mudiumps, an increase in their rat® of growth* and conceiva­
bly the forming of deeper-seated mudlump clay to th® surface*
A narrow* hooked* sand ridge extends southwestwardly from the end of 
the West Jetty .of South Pass. This long* arcuate* sand spit can be 
considered simply as a part of the South Pass bar. It is well-sorted
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material, essentially fine sand (Fig* 51)» deposited above sea level by 
wav© action* Continuous addition of fine material has caused the esnfl 
bar to increase its else gradually (Fig* 43 includes an outline on tne 
sand spit in 1920 and 1950)* Growth has been interrupted periodically 
by sterns, and rapid erosion takes place during hurricanes * Annual 
surveys of the South Pass bar by the Array Engineer© generally include 
the outline of the sand spit* Between the years 1916*1925, the sand 
spit increased in sise by seaward growth* Between the surveys of 1925 
and 1926, the spit receded by some 600 to 800 feet* This recession 
can be correlated with a hurricane which passed through the Lower Delta 
in August, 1926 (Tannehill, 1944* 194-)* The shore lino alternately- 
built outward and retreated during the years 1927 to 1932, having been 
affected by heavy sterras in 1929, 1931, and 1932* Again during 1932 
and 1933, the sand spit increased its size by building seaward, only 
to be greatly modified by another hurricane in 1934* This direct cor­
relation between spit size and the erosional effects of hurricanes was 
clearly demonstrated during the summer of 1948* During a survey of the 
sand spit by the writer in September, 1948, work was interrupted by 
unfavorable weather which increased to minor hurricane intensity* When 
the area was revisited about a week later, it was found through a check 
survey that the beach had retreated northward by as much as 400 feot in 
places*
Compared with the extensive ©ro3lon of the sand beach, the rm&lump 
islands are not affected appareciably by stona waves* The resistance 
of the stiff mudlump clay to erosion is ouch greater than that of tho 
loose sand of the beach*
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FIG. 51 — TYPICAL MECHANICAL ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL FROM SAND SPIT 
AT SOUTH PASS
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Th© development of the sand spit at South Bass bears an interesting 
relationship to the development of laudXump® at that pass* The earliest 
survey which includes the sand spit was m M  in 1916 (Wap Department, 
Corps of Engineers, Annual Report, 1916$ 2426)* this map shows the 
sard spit joining an elongate northscmih mndlnmp to the West Jetty* A 
triangulation station establish«d <ai this lump has' caused it to be 
named station lump on ail succeeding maps* the same survey shows two 
elongate l©$en&» abont lOOO feet west of Station ta*p* By 1922 the 
sand spit had extended outward to il© these latter lumpa to the growing 
sand ridge. The surveys of 1921 through 1924 also reveal mud vents on 
the sand beach just off the south flank of Station Lump, in the &mm 
general location as those of today (Fig* 52)* This vent development is 
taken to be an indication of continuing activity of Station bump* even 
after its incorporation into the sand beach*
Meanwhile, from 1922 through the early 1930*8 new raudlump islands were 
uplifted south and southeast of Station bump* During this period the 
main site of nmdlump activity moved gradually south and southwest* It 
is not possible to trace individual mudlump growth for the surveys did 
not attempt to show accurately the location, shape or also of these 
islands. Since 1934, the development picture of mudlump islands at 
South Pass is not clear* The hurricane of 1934 apparently removed or 
greatly reduced the islands, for they are not shown by the survey of 
1935* Amy Engineer surveys made between 1935 and 1950 Old not ex­
tend far enough to the west to include the mudlump islands* bocal 
inhabitants of South Biss, mainly members of the Association of Bar 
Pilots, state that islands were present during the 1940*0• Dates and
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Fig. 52 * Aerial view of the beach at South Bass* Tower and heavy brush 
in left foreground are on Station Lump* Area barren of vege­
tation (foreground) is location of Station Lump m& vents.
Pig. 53 - Small fault in the wet sand of the beach at South Shsa. 
?taisium displacement in two inches*
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locations , however, are uncertain and cannot be quoted with any degree 
of assurance.
In April, 1950, during the last survey of the beach at South Pass, 
raudlurap SP - 10 was being incorporated into the sand spit (Fig* 30 and 
Plate 5)* The lump is barely above water level, but at low tide It is 
possible to walk directly from the sand beach onto the clay mass of 
the mudlump.
Another type of indirect evidence indicating incorporation of mdluraps 
by the sand spit was noted during this survey. At two locations 
(Plate 5), very recent faults were noted in the wot sand of the beach. 
These faults indicated one to two inches of displacement within the 
preceding twelve to eighteen hours (Fig, 53)* The survey was made at 
low tide, and the faults were found in a portion of the beach submerged 
at high tide. As the small, sharp-edged faults would have been com­
pletely obliterated by the rising tide, no doubt was left concerning 
the recency of their displacement* It was noted that the sand beach 
on the upthrown side of the faults had an elevation somewhat higher 
than on the downthrown side0 Though the small faults indicated only 
minor uplift, the general elevation of the upthrown area was some 10 
to 12 inches higher than th© downthrown side* It Is believed that 
the faults delineate the southern flank of a burled raudlump which, 
in undergoing minor re-elevation during th© abnormally heavy spring 
floods, was uplifting the overlying beach sand* The Idea seems more 
credible when it is noted that a gas-artd-raud vent occurs along one of 
the faults.
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Mudlump growth and development at South Bass may he summarised as 
follows s
/I; The site of current mudlump Island® is determined by th®
/
/ concentration of bar deposits.,
? 2, Th® position of th© Jetties determine the location of the
mass of tar sediments*
'3* Earlier mudluizp islands became tied to the West Jetty throughi
• development of a sand spit. Spit evolution presupposes the
presence of longshore currents, in this case apparently 
caused hy the prevailing winds*
4* As the spit increased its alee, some of the mudlmp islands
became incorporated Into the sand mass,
5* The incorporated sudlumns stabilise th© easily eroded sand
ridge* A comparison of yearly surveys shows drastic changes 
in shape of the spit, but those areas of th© beach underlain 
by mudlump clay remain fixed*
6* The growing sand ridge reflects th© increasing Rsagnitude of
the bar deposits, The increased load of the bar effect® 
secondary uplift of pre-existing islands, generally m  the 
southern or seaward side*
7. Blew mudlump islands have developed and wi.ll continue to de­
velop seaward from the bar, that is$ toward the south and west*
foas A Loutrs Dl®tributary Svatê
Pass A Ioutr® is the third and widest of th© three distributaries 
which diverge to form Head of lessee * tt extends generally in an 
easterly direction some fifteen ndles to the Gulf of f̂eidco* Two miles
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from Head of Basses, a break-through of th© right .bank* called th© 
Crevasse, discharges a considerable quantity of the water and cedis®nt 
of Bass A Loutiv into Garden Island Bay (Flats 1)* Th® Orewse occur- 
red in 1B91 and since that tin®, &lluvIation of Garden Island Bay has 
proceeded at a rapid rate (Compare Plates lf 3 and -4)*
Fire and one-half ratios fro® Head of Passes, Southeast Pass diverges 
from Pass A Loutre* Although its sisse today makes it seem relatively 
unimportant, earlier surveys indicate that it once overshadowed the 
other extension of Pass A Ioutre (Plates Z and 3)* Seven raUes from 
its point of diversion from Pass A Loutre, Southeast Pass again branches 
into two smaller distributaries called Northeast and Southeast passes 
respectively.
About thirteen miles from Bead of Passes, Pass A Loutre divides finally 
into a short, narrow extension called North Pass, and a longer, broader 
distributary which also bears the name Pass A Loutre*
Balize Bayou is a defunct distributary of the l&esisslppl Biver* This 
pass, of navigational importance until about 1740, extended about five 
miles southward from Southeast Pass, some four miles from the Junction 
of the latter with Pass A loutre* The Bailee distributary was active 
until some time in the late lB00*s, when It became so choked with sedi- 
ment and vegetation that the active discharge of water ceased* Sine© 
that time it has rapidly deteriorated and can b© entered only at iso­
lated places (Fig* 54-)®
Fig, 54 - Photograph of the north end of Balls© Bayou* Navigable by- 
skiff for a distance of about two sdlea, th© bayou can be 
entered froa an artificial cut at the north end of Redfish Bay.
Vie. 55 - Aerial photograph of the two roman* Uudlwape about one
south of the end of the Bailee Beninsula, Photograph token 
June 30, 1%8.
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With the essoeptlon of the Crevasse into Garden Island Bay, all of the®© 
distributaries have been affected by raudlump activity at one tins© or 
another.
This channel, now extinct, was one© the min pass for navigation into 
Hew Orleans, A series of three maps of Belie©, mad© between 172a and 
1731, are reproduced by Thoiaassy (I860), These maps show changes in 
the channel during these years, and include positions of Monticules 
de boue" (hillocks or knolls of mud), This is th© oldest definite 
reference to mudlumps, Various references to mudlump activity at 
Belize are made by Lysll (1889* 44-6) and Thoiaassy (2860&S 253)* Even 
though active deposition by Balize Bayou has not occurred within th© j 
last fifty to sixty years, there are still two remnant mudlump is lands! 
about on© kU© off the end of the Belize peninsula. These 2us$s hereby 
break the water surface at low tide and are located in very shoal water. 
As they are submerged at high tide and are surrounded by shoals at low 
tide, it was not possible to visit them for detailed study. They were 
photographed from the air on June 30, 1948 (Fig, 55), and seemingly 
have the main characteristics of those lumps at other passe® which were 
carefully studied.
South— ft find Northeast Basses
The decadence of th® entire Southeast Pass area is illustrated by 
comparing Plates 2, 3, 4 and 1, The decrease in width of the pass is \ 
reflected by a corresponding diminution in volnm© of water carried.
The decrease in water volumo and its reduction in velocity has enabled
the formation of very prominent bar deposits at the months of th© two 
major distributaries, Southeast md Northeast passes, At low tide |
i
there is insufficient water over the bar for the passage of a shallop-
)
draft skiff, Wave action has built portions of the bar abcwe sea-level, 
forming a discontinuous spit and beach which extends from Northeast 
Pass across the Intervening area to Southeast Pass, It is obvious from 
the comparison of these plates that the bUllding**out process essential* 
ly has ceased at these dtetrlfearles*
Sudlumps occur at th© mouths at both passes, fhose at tee mouth of \
INortheast Pass were not studied because of their inacoessAbility* I
AThey could be approaclied only by skiff at high tide. It Is not prudent( 
to venture nearly two miles into the Gulf of Mexico in a skiff, for ) 
even a slight wind causes extremely rough water In such shoal areas*
Two attempts to reach these lumps from the seaward side m m  rendered 
futile by heavy seas.
However, the lumps at Southeast Pass were visited twice* They can be 
approached only from the west by skiff through Kedfish Bay, There are 
three very large lungs csa the west ©id© of the mouth of Southeast Pass)
(Plate 1), They are the largest mudlumps observed and apparently th© j
[oldest* Their age Is made obvious by the heavy covering of wgstution
5̂
including small trees (Baecharts. Groundsel tree), Heliotrope, berry I 
vines, and various grasses (Fig, 56), Although exceptional in sism 
and age, they display the common characteristics of mudlumps8 broad 
wave-cut bunches with cliffs composed of alternating layers of silt 
and clay (Fig, 56), depressed central area© (Fi$u 57 and 58), rand arid
m
Fig* 56 * Heavy vegetation covers northernmost lump at Southeast Pass* 
$ote typical stratified cliff and mve«cut 'beach la fone* ground*
Fig* 57 * Southern ©dg> of west lump at Southeast Rates* Depressed mm* 
tral area of lump Indicated by sloping surface* Photograph 
taken at high tide while wave-cut bench to couth vm submerged*
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50 * Fresh water pond f esra&d in depressed control area of northern­
most mu&tarp at Southeast Pass.
59 - Location of gas vent on northernmost lump at Southeast Bass* 
Bottom of vent could not be determined with 20-foot pole shown.
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gas vents Fig* 59), typical pw^-T sorted sediment*
Tha northernmost at the three lump© at this pass is becoming incorpo­
rated into the adjacent lam, area. San^r silt depoeitad by tĥ  river 
has c fectivsly tied thl* lump t*. ttfc aeSJ*AA*& marshland* Hnwmitaa 
(Bead grass) is slowly anoroacCiing upon the native vegetation at the 
north and of this lump*
There are no indications that M  lump© have recently been active*
No s rface faulting or fiasuric of the ground is evident* Of the 
five large \o*its nuved on these lumps, three are flush with the ground 
and di charge only a small quantity of gas (Fig* 59)* Th© otto two 
cj» said vc:.-3, t o  the quantity m-[ material is negligible*
resulting in very inconspicuous cor s*
The seaward facing sides of the exposed ntudlumps are retreating dm 
to wave activity* During Vue six-month irderval between th© two 
visits, the most southerly of the Southeast Peso " : s hr. retreated 
over 50 feet* Wav© ac iion has concentrated shell material in th© coves 
of 1 nps facing the open Gulf (Fig* 6o).
It my be concluded that the period of activity of these mudlumps has 
reached an ©”'!* This cycle of activity can bo correlate ! directly 
with the over-all decadence of the pass* Southeast Pass can be ex­
pected to i Mow the Bam cycle of deterioration as exemplified by its 
ffrnya—-f mpryrf^nt, distributary, Belize Bayou* If not modified by man, 
Southeast Pass will probably become completely alluviated within the
w o
Fig, 60 - Wave-formed cove at south end of southern niudltuap at South* 
east Bass* Wave action has concentrated shell material in 
several such coves*
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next 75 to 100 years. Its mxdlumps will become incorporated into th© 
marshland to the north and eroded by wv© action to the south* It© 
ultimate appearance probably will be very similar to that of the Balls© 
peninsula, i*e*, a long, narrow, gradually sinking ana of land, broad­
ening toward the southeast and where the more resistant mudlu&p© are 
incorporated into marshland*
BMW.. JL Xflutre and North Base
These two peases will be discussed eoncnrrently because of their con­
temporaneous origin and development* In 1838, at the time of Captain 
Talcott*s survey, th© major distributary discharging toward the east 
was named northeast Bass* That pass bifurcated to form Bass A Loutre 
to the north and northeast Bass farther south (Hate Z)9 It is evident 
that Northeast Bass was the more important of the two* At the present 
time, the easterly system of distributaries Is called collectively 
Pass A Loatre. This reflects its increasing importance at the e-scpens© 
of the other pass*
In 1838, Base A Loutre had a wide, flaring mouth with a shoal area at 
its center. The shoal area increased in sis© to form the land mm& 
now called Middle Ground* With the development of the Middle Ground, 
Pass A Loutre was divided into two distributaries, North Pass and 
Pass A Loutre. These two passes, although sufficiently wide, are not 
used as entrance channels because of shallow water across the bar*
Being used only by shallow-draft vessels, they are essentially natural, 
never having been dredged or otherwise modified by man. The two passes 
are especially significant in that they show oxeeptiomlly well the
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progressive diminution 1® height of natural levees toward the mouths* 
Theee levees gradually pass beneath the water and ©an be traced seaward 
a wile or two by driftwood which has become lodged on the shallowly 
submerged banks*
The sedimentation processes at Ifcrfch Pass and Pass A Loutre are very 
different from those at South and Southwest passes# As the easterly 
passes face almost into the prevailing wind, there is a tendency for 
the sedimentary load to be spread in a fan-shaped area rather then 
concentrated on one side of th® mouth* The sediments of each of these 
passes ere deposited in one of four places A
1* Most of the very fine-grained particles are carried In 
suspension out into deep mter*
2. Some of the coarser suspended-load material is deposited on 
the submerged natural levees, enlarging them and slowly 
elongating the pass*
3# b̂st of tbs coarser bed-load material 1® deposited on the 
bar* There are no available detailed surveys of the bar at 
Bass A Loutre and Korth Bass# The crest of th© bar probably 
forms an arc, convex seaward, joining the ends of the sub­
merged natural levees#
A# Some of the material, partially wave-worked sediments of the 
bars and submerged natural levees, is deposited across the 
inundated seaward part of the Middle Ground (See Trowbridge, 
19221 62-63)# Soundings so Mom show a depth in excess of 
three feet In this area, generally with a hard, sandy bottom*
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Th© mudlump islands at North Pass are located mainly on th® south side 
of th© channel between two and two and ooa~2mlf miles from the shore 
(Plate 6), There ia a single lump m  the north side of the channel 
about two miles fro® shore. Most of the islands occur on or near th® 
crest of the natural levee and either on or inside th® bar (Plate 1)# 
The lumps near the natural levee are generally elongate parallel to 
the crest of the levee* e«g,, EJP * 1* RF « 2, HP *» £, Iff * S at*
NP - 6, The lumps farther fro® the levee are oriented otherwise* e*g*, 
NP - S and NP - 9.
At Pass A Loutre the mudluraps are located within as well as along the 
flanks of the channel* At this locality they are most abundant on 
the north side of the channel. However, the larger mdlumps at this 
pass are located along the south side of the channel* Again it is 
evident that th© near-shore Tumps are oriented parallel to the levees 
while those farther seaward are at an angle to the channel*
Most of the earlier students of the saidlump problem have emphasised 
the right-bank locations of mudluraps (See Appendix) • Right~b&nk 1®* 
cations predominate at most of the passes due to the minor but obvious 
east to west longshore current, a result of the prevailing winds* The 
notable exception to the rule occurs at Pass A Loutre which has m m  
numerous mudluraps on the left bank than on the right bank (Plate 6),
Several mudluraps are situated in the shoal area seaward from the Middle 
Ground (Figs* 61 and 62). They are not shown on Plate 6 because they 
TO?® beyond the range of surveying equipment used on this project#
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Fig, 61 » large Bndttusip situated in the Saddle Ground eras north of 
Plus A Loutre. Thto 1ub£> not loaated on Plate 6»
52 - Group of raudlufflte located in the Middle Ground area north
of pass A Loutre. These lumps not shewn on Plate 6,
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They are shown, howsver, on Plat® 1, where they are raised North Mud** 
lumps. Similar island lumps are shown on older naps (Plates 2, 3 
and <4}«
It is not possible to state with assurance the mechanics responsible 
tap the formation and development of the mudluraps at these passes* 
Factual information concerning shallow submarine conditions is lack­
ing- No detailed fathometer surveys have been made and sufficient 
bottom sample analyses are wanting* It seems conclusive, however, 
that these lumps have been affected, not only by the static pressure 
of the bar deposits, but also by the load of th© natural levees and the 
sediment of Hie Middle Ground- Apparently growth of the lumps near the 
natural levees has been caused chiefly by the static pressure of the 
levees. This is reflected in the orientation of these lumps parallel 
to the crest of the levee* The lumps occurring farther seaward ©re 
affected by both the bar deposits and the natural levees* Th© lumps 
in the Middle Ground area seem to be older and more stable than the 
ones shown on Plate 6* It seems likely that they were formed at an 
earlier time before the river mouth had extended itself so far sea­
ward- They have probably been re-elevated many times by the increas­
ing sedimentary load of the Middle Ground*
The characteristics of individual mudluraps at North Pass and Bass I 
Loutre will not be enumerated* Many of these mudluraps have previously 
been used descriptively in the body of this report- Emphasis should b© 
placed again upon the natural condition of the Pass A Loutre region as 
compared with the artificial nature of South and Southwest passes- Th©
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easterly passes discharge directly Into th© face of the ppwailing 
winds. Consequently, their sediiamts are deposited directly within 
and beyond the channel rather than being carried to on® side as at 
South and Southwest passes * Furthermore, Pass A Loutre and North Base 
have broad, flaring mouths, as contrasted to the artificially narrowed, 
jetty-controlled channels* The sedimentary load is spread over a 
wider area which is changing more or less constantly* As expected, 
JSMtUmps at these localities are much more variable than at the jetty- 
controlled passes* Dent (1921* 28) and Forebey (1878? 22) both record 
a drastic change in the mouth of Pass A Loutre in 1876, when a large 
mudlujap covering seventeen acres was thrust obliquely across the 
channel. Similar, but less outstanding, were two Kw&lumps (PAL 6 and 
PAL - 7, Plate 6) which increased in sis© tremendously during the 1950 
spring floods (Fig. 14) •
It is probable that such mudlump activity will be recurrent at Pass A 
Loutre and North Pass as long as they actively discharge their water 
and sediments* From the standpoint of Bmdlump activity alone, it is 
fortunate that the easterly passes were not chosen for entrance chan­
cels into the Port of New Orleans* If jetties had been constructed 
here, recurrent sudluispB would have harassed the Engineers responsible 
for maintaining a navigable channel#
comimiom
Mudlumps occur as submarine prominences or as islands* toy are located 
in the Qulf of Mexico immediately outside tbs mouths of several of the 
Mississippi Elver passes, toy have never been reported from any other 
river delta. Consequently, the conditions at the mouths of th© F&Lssis** 
sippi oust be unique* It is believed that three factors, exhibited by 
the Mississippi River Delta served to sale© it the local© for mudlump 
activity.
1. There is rapid deposition of large quantities of predominant**
3y fine-grained sediment® at the river mouths*
2* to Qulf of Mexico is a relatively still body of mater which 
permits accumulation of great masses of sediment beyond the 
mouths of the river*
3. to deep water present beyond the mouths of the river make
possible thick accumulations of sediment. This Is due to
their proximity to the edge of the continental shelf.
to deforming force which causes mudlump uplift is th© static pressure 
of the sedimentary mass continually being dumped beyond to mouths of 
the passes*
1. ISost mudlump islands originate on or near to crest of t o
bar deposits* They are generally elongate parallel to the
periphery of to bar*
2. Some raudlumpe eoeat to be affected in a similar manner by sub-*
merged natural-levee deposits* In this case, also, the island̂  
extend par alio 1 to to sedimentary mass ©carting the deforming 
force; i.e., th® natural-levee deposit®.
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Most nm&lujap Aslant consist of irregularly stratified layers of silt 
and clay, Such stratification is typical of bar deposits and nearby 
bay bottom* Actually, taudlump Islands expose stratified bar or bay 
bottom sediments that ham  been warped upward by underlying material*
The deforming material, or mudlump core, consists of fine-grained, 
plastic clay. On a few mudlump islands this material is exposed at 
the surface*/ On other islands it Can be reached by shallow bore holes*
The uplifted stratified sediments exhibit structural characteristics 
indicative of their mode of formation.
1. The surface of newly uplifted islands is often very irregular, 
with innumerable fissures trending parallel to the strike of 
the island.
2. Many of the fissures are faults exhibiting obvious vertical 
displacement* la almost all cases the central portion has 
been dropped down with respect to the flanks of the island*
3. The stratified sediments dip away from the island on all sides*
4. Secondary uplift, or rejuvenation, of sm&lump islands often 
modifies the strike and dip of the original stratification. 
Occasionally rejuvenation also modifies the original shape of 
the uplifted area.
Mud or gas vents are a secondary phenomenon often associated with mud- 
lump islands*
1. IfaxEy true nrudlump islands are capped with conical mud vents. 
These are generally associated with obvious surface faults*
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2* 3b several areas of the lower Delta, mud or gas vents occur 
cm the beach at within the adjacent mrshl&nds* In eooe Oases 
these ©an b® defisitely correlated with former lmdlnsaf© mm 
buried and Incorporated into the land* Such vents seem to be 
the last vestige of mudltû  activity*
3* At other places within the loser Delta mud and gas vents occur 
which cannot be correlated with historic mudlmp activity*
It is not possible to say whether these vents are indicative 
of prehistoric mudluaps or whether they are due to some other 
cause*
Mudluap growth and development at the mouths of those passes which are 
artificially controlled is different from that of the natural passes*
1* Confining and controlling the mouth of the pass necessarily 
means confining the sediments of the resulting bar deposits*
2* The mouths of Southwest and South passes have been modified 
by jetties* At these passes mudlump growth earn be correlated 
directly with increase of th© bar deposit©*
3* The easterly distributaries of the Fuss A loutre system have 
natural* flaring mouths. Modlumps occurring here seem to be 
affected by the bar deposits and the submarine natural levees*
Formation of new lumps and rejuvenation of old lumps occurs as a direct 
result of excessive sedimentation at the river mouths*
1* During river flood stage great quantities of sediments are 
dumped beyond the river mouths* At such times new mudluraps 
are uplifted, old lumps are rejuvenated, and mud or gas vents
discharge greater quantities of material*
2* Boring low river stages loss material is deposited at th* 
river mouths* heworkiBg of the her ailments occurs and the 
finer-grained sediments are removed through, winnowing action*
Ike life span of an individual mdlxmp island is difficult to ascertain. 
It is ccaatrollod by several faotarat
1* Th® steal extent of th® original uplifted mse*
2, The sedimentary eoaî tildti of the mass, silty or clay#
3* The location of th* original mass with respect to th® pre­
vailing wind direction and resulting waves*
4. Th® protection afforded the lump fcgr other mdlmaps, neax% 
land areas, extensive shoal areas $ etc*
5* The activity of the pass at which the lump Is located* Some 
zaudluisps give evidence of three cr four periods of rejuvena­
tion.
6. The erosive effects of hurricanes* It is not possible to 
state exactly the erosive effects of a major hurricane* A 
minor hurricane witnessed during the summer of 1940, had ap­
preciable modifying Influences on both mtdlump® and the near­
by land areas*
Future mudlump activity at the mouths of th® various passes can tenta­
tively be predicted*
1* Southwest Pass will be the site of increasing mudlumps in the 
future* These will occur on the west &$M of the entrance 
channel in the area directly in front of the mouth of the pass.
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It is unlikely that mudltam will cause difficulty in main­
taining an open entrance channel* It is obvious, however, 
that dredging ramt be continued in order to keep a channel 
across the bar*
2* South Bass has many mudlnmp islands at th© present time and 
will continue to develop new lumps in th© future* The new 
mudlumpe will be in the sane general area as the present 
islands, but they will develop farther toward th© south and 
west. It can be stated, with even more assurance, that mud- 
lumpe will not affect the entrance channel* However, it is 
probable that the jetties will ultimately have to b© extended 
at this pass* The bar at South Face has reached tremendous 
proportions with respect to the volume of water discharged*
It is rapidly encroaching upon the entrance channel and dredge 
ing soon m y  be necessitated#
3# Balise Bayou is no longer active and its two remaining mud- 
lumps soon will be removed by wave erosion#
4# Southeast and Northeast passes are deteriorating rapidly*
The au&lumpe studied are very old and it is doubtful if now 
lumps will appear# The lumps present are being incorporated 
into the land on one side and eroded on th© seaward side* As 
the passes decline so will their offspring, the mudlmps*
5. Pass A Loutre has had a long and erratic history and has been 
affected continuously by mudlumps* It is hazardous to general* 
Is© because of the lack of factual information* Because of 
new mudlumpe which developed during th© 1950 spring flood, the 
channel at on© place is only 1200 feet wide and has a maximum
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depth of 8 feet* Mtosp activity to 18% closed Fas® A 
Loutr© to  deep-draft ships* Th© 1950 mudlump activity neces­
sitated marking a channel fo r fishing vessels among th© mmsse* 
ooe islands* It to likely that wMm&t always will affect 
thto pass*
6. Borth Pass has several large mudlms|3S which are located along 
the south side of the channel* law taps seem to he develop­
ing farther seaward os th® ©suae side of toe pass* I t  to  
profeafcl® that toe vetoes of water through North Fas© will 
gradually increase at th© expense of Pass A Loutre* At the 
present tins North Pass to  the only one of the Pass A Loutre 
system which is open to navigation fcy m oderate-draft vessels*
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The mudlumps at the mouths of the Mississippi Elver have been the sub­
ject of written discussion for well over a century. Specifically, 
they have caused comment sine® the earliest days of navigation through 
the passes. Unfortunately, documentary evidence by the early inhabi­
tants of th© lower Delta is non-existent* The residents? trappers, 
fishermen and river pilots, accepted the changes and peculiarities of 
the river without making any attempt to record them* On the other 
hand, visitors passing through the region have left th© bulk of, the 
written information* Their information, based upon casual observations 
or at best a few days or weeks of study is often inaccurate and mis­
leading. The best of the early records concerning th© river mouth were 
left by the personnel of the Amy Engineers as a result of periodic 
surveys and investigations as aids to navigation*
Apparently the earliest recorded description of mudlumps was made by 
Cabeza de Vaca in 1528 when he discovered the mouth of the river 
(Fontaine, 1872: 34.6 - no specific reference cited)* An anonymous mp 
made in 1731 gives locations of t monticules d© boueM (hillocks of mud) 
in the vicinity of Bailee Bayou (Map included in Thomassy, I860)*
Though undoubtedly noted by many other people in the 17th and 38th 
centuries, the majority of the written descriptions of mudlumps were 
published between the years 1838 and 1900*
Although mudlumps are mentioned in over a hundred different references,
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comparatively few writers have attempted a sclontific treatment of the 
subject. Eight men should be mentioned specifically for hawing given 
serious thought to the mudlump problem?
W. H« Sid© 11 (3B39) In "Bsport to Captain Taloott1® , Appendix 
Humphrey * s and Abbot, 1876.
Described physical characteristics of mudlumps noted during first 
U. S. Arisy survey of the Lower Delta. Gave some factual inform* 
tion concerning rate of uplift and quoted hearsay evidence. Men* 
tinned mud vents and resulting cones. Sldell recognised the 
importance of the proximity of aaa&ltUKps to bar deposits. Ha at* 
tributed the origin of mudlumps to the expansive force of marsh 
gas trapped in the clay, aided by pressure of overlying heavier 
material.
R. Thoaassy (i860) "Geologie Pratique de La Louisiana0, also in th© 
Bulletin Geologique de France.
Described several specific mudlumps visited at Pass A Loutre and 
Southwest Pass. Ha emphasized the mud and gas vents associated 
with the mudlumps. Thomassy developed an ingenious, fascinating, 
but totally imporbable theory to account for mudlump islands*
It postulated a network of subterranean streams which, in dis­
charging into the Gulf of Mexico, forced to the surface th© mud- 
lump bodies. These subterranean stream channels extended far 
ininnd to attain their supply of water. His book, "Geologie 
Pratique de la Louis lane0, includes several hypothetical sketches 
of mudlunrpe Illustrating the theory. Also included are valuable 
reprints of old French maps of the Belize and other early maps 
of the Lower Delta.
W, Hilgard (1870, 1871, 1906, 1910, 19H, 1932)
Most Ideas were proposed in ̂ Geology of th© Delta*’ (1871), while 
later references re-emphasized various aspects, Hilgard »  
emphasised the Importance of rnudliuaps la contending that Mmd* 
luâ p formation appears to constitute the normal mode of progression 
of the Mississippi mouths”, He summarised the character istics of 
mudlumpe and quoted various earlier studies concerning the rapidi­
ty of their upheaval. Described carefully and emphasised the 
characteristics of mud vents# Stationed mud vents in the marshland* 
Discussed in som  detail the life cycle of the mud islands* De­
termined through analyses the chemical composition of mud vent 
waters, gases and solids. Described very briefly some of the 
foraminifera and other life types found in the discharge from the 
vents, the origin of mudlumps postulated by Hilgard is an ex­
tensive modification of the mechanism suggested by Iyell (Prin­
ciples of Geology, 10th Edition, 1868). Hilgard considered that 
the continental shelf was covered by a layer of impervious blue 
clay. Overlying this layer was a mass of fine mud deposited by 
the river, the advancing bar deposit forced the raud upward into 
island masses* Be considered these upswellings to occur on the 
landward side of the bar deposit where erosion caused a local 
■fcMrm-ing of the bar sediments, The layer of thin mud was consider­
ed to be universally present over the entire Lower Delta, thereby 
accounting for the vents in the marshland, Hilgard’s work in 
general is excellent. Most factual evidence is scrupulously 
correct, but one misconception has colored all of his work on th® 
Gulf Coast. Be considered the blue clay, exposed at Port Hudson,
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Louisiana, to be the blue clay seen on most of the stream banks 
in southern Louisiana* His Port Hudson clay supposedly formed th® 
impervious blue clay bottom of the shelf area* Hillard’s ideas, 
with minor modifications, have formed th® badis for most subse­
quent work on the origin of mudlumps*
C* W* Howell (1877) ^morandum in Report to Chief of Engineers, 1878* 
Formulated a concept for the origin of mudlumps while making a 
detailed survey of Southwest Bass la 187-4 and 1876* Recognized 
the incipient mudlumps directly in front of the main bar deposits* 
Considered that the bit© clay was a continuous stratum but did not 
esplain its origin. Recognized the importance of the steep front 
of the bar in th® ultimate formation of mudlumps* tot important 
contribution was the recognition of pressure of the bar as being 
the prime factor in the formation of mudlumps*
G, G* Forshey (1878) "The Physics of the Gulf of Mexico and of Its 
Chief Affluent, the Mississippi River" *
Briefly describes mudlumps and the accompanying mud and gas vents. 
Presents a theory somewhat similar to that of Thomassy, but rely­
ing upon more scientific principles* Specifically Forshey consid­
ered that the "Orange sand" acted as an aquifer which, being 
choked at its Gulf ward end by the sedimentary load of the river, 
sought a release of pressure by forcing to the surface masses of 
clay* Forshey apparently disregarded the close relationship be­
tween mudlumps and the bar deposits*
Charles lyell (1889) "fTinciples of Geology" (11th Edition),
Recognized that mudlumps are peculiar to th© Mississippi River 
delta but gave no reasons* Gave a rather complete discussion with
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drawings of imdlump© and maps of their location* Agreed In 
principle with Side 11 as to the flgas bubble0 origin of mudlump© 
but suggested that the load of the bar deposits probably played 
a part in localizing mudlumps near the river mouths* It is quite 
probable that lye 11 did not study the crudluraps personally on 
trips down the river and drew his conclusions entirely from evi­
dence gathered by others*
E* W* Shaw (1913) nTbe Mhdlumpe at the Mouths of the Mississippi0»
The outstanding modern .paper concerning mudlumps, Shaw covered 
most all phases of raudlump appearance , formation and growth. Fac­
tual infoi mat!on is sound though conclusions ere ŝomewhat differ­
ent from those reached ia the present paper* Relationship between 
mudlurap origin and th© °tops©t, foreset, bottoraset** concept of 
delta growth is not accepted because of subsequent dlsproml of 
the latter theory* An excellent summary of factual information# 
considering the limited time spent by Shaw on this problem*
R* J, Rissell (1936) HLower Mississippi River Delta0*
A very scholarly discussion of the mudlrnp problem* All phases 
of the problem are discussed with emphasis placed upon th© chrono­
logical development of scientific thought regarding mudlumps, 
Russell discussed the rate of uplift of mudlumps, their relation­
ship to the mouths of the passes and the bar deposits* the com­
position of the islands, their mud and gas vents and theories a© 
to their origin. In his discussion he made numerous references 
to the ecu-̂ ier uor-iasra and compared their ideas with his observa­
tions* The bibliography appended to Russell1 s bulletin is excell­
e d  it has 'been a great help in preparing this report*
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Further discussion of th© literature pertaining to th© mudlustp problem 
would be in largo part repetition of th© worh don© by B* Kussell 
(1936) in his publication* References included in this bibliography 
which are not discussed by Russell are not of sufficient importance to 
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